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A PUBLIC SCRIVENER IN TUNIS. ?R. Leinweber. 

lin at Home, 
"' 
which is good in arrangement but diy 

in color, and appears flat. A little study of Bonnat 
would do him service ; but his reputation is growing. 

Then there is Daniel R. Knight, of Philadelphia, 
with his '' 

Nooning of the Harvesters," a bright, sunny 
landscape, with figures busy doing what the title of 
the picture demands. 

Another young artist, Henry Leland, of Boston, has 
a portrait good in color and drawing. 
W. H. Lippincott is a young man, formerly a cred 

itable scene-painter of his native city, but who now 
burns to attain the laurels of the finer art. He ex 
hibits a portrait of Bush, the well-known draughtsman 
of New York, who has lately come to Europe to pur 
sue the higher paths of pictorial poetry and song, and 
is doing well. Both these are pupils of Bonnat. 

J. R. Tait, of Cincinnati, has '' In the Tyrol 
" 

and 
" 
Evening on the Borders of a Lake "?both good. 
And then a Julian Alden-Weir, of West Point, New 

I York. We used to know and do still remember a 

good artist and gentleman named Weir, of West 

Point; but we never heard of an Alden-Weir. Is it 
the effect of aristocratic monarchial Europe upon the 
weak fibres of American democracy ? Oh, Alden 
Weir? pupil of Gerome! But for all that the 

'' Head of a Young Girl?A Study 
" was remarkable 

and quite original in manner. Of all the students and 

young painters we know, not one produces the beau 

tiful delicacy of Velasquez so nearly as Alden-Weir. 
We should like much to speak of others?of Wylie, 

Swift, Miss Tompkin, Miralles, Munkacsy 
? a grand 

painter and the most masculine of them all ; Gustave 
Moreau, the Turner in figure-painting; De Nittis; 
Guillemet ; . Sylvestre, who took the "Prize of the 
Salon " 

by his picture "Locuste trying, in presence 
of Nero, the poison prepared for Brittannicus ; 

" 
Car 

olus Durand, and many others ? but we must draw 

together the old tapestries, and say au revoir until the 

next year. In the mean time, though, we may run 

among the bric-?-brac and curiosity shops, the mu 

seums and other famous galleries. 
? Outremer. 

PUBLIC SCRIVENER IN TUNIS. 

There will be maidens and they will love, and must 
send letters whether they can write them or not; and 

hence, in those countries where writing has not been 

made as yet a part of every woman's education, it is 

necessary that there should be skillful scribes ready to 
lend their pens, for a consideration, to the service of 

Cupid by placing dames and gallants in communica 
tion. That this is the office in which old Mustapha is 
now engaged is self-evident, and apparently he is well 

adapted to the situation. His gray hairs, kindly face 
and generally venerable appearance, can not fail to en 

force the respect and confidence of his clients, and 

especially their reliance upon that discretion and se 
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THE TURKISH BARBER.?After Leon Bonnat. 

crecy which are the first essentials in one who is to be 
? as the old letter-writer in all these towns is ? a con 

fidant in everybody's affairs. 

The scene is a common one in Tunis ; indeed it 
was drawn from life, and vividly brings up to the mind 
all that strange Oriental life of which we loved to read 
so much in childhood, and which has not yet lost its 

charm, stimulated as we have been by the clear view the 

Centennial has enabled us to get of it. Indeed, there 

are probably few visitors to the Exposition who have 
not at least looked in at the Tunisian Cafe, even if 

they have not ventured to try the half-civilized dainties 
there offered them. Certainly no one has failed to 

study the products of this queer country, of which every 
one talks so glibly and of which most people know so 
little ; and then, after gazing his fill at the red Tunis 

caps, or beretii, so. common all over the Mediterranean, 

and the manufacture of which is said at one time to 

have employed fifty thousand persons?at the oils and 

essences, the linen and woolen cloths, morocco and 

all the rest of it, he has gone quietly home to study 
his geography, and find out where in Africa Tunis is 
after all. 

THE TURKISH BARBER. 

We who live where shaving is rapidly becoming 
almost unknown, can hardly appreciate the import 
ance of the barber in the Orient, where the whole 
head is kept as bare as a billiard-ball, and must be 

freshly shaven at short intervals as a matter of both 

comfort and cleanliness. The barber becomes, there 

fore, a power in every Turkish town, as may be gath 

ered by the manner in which he is spoken of in the j 
"Arabian Nights" and kindred works. He is not' 

only there the retailer of the latest gossip among his 

customers, which he has been in all ages and climes, 
? but being indispensable to society, he is very likely 

to become more the master than the servant of his 

customers. The Turkish barber has not changed 

from the remotest times, and M. Bonnat's spirited 

picture is probably in no essential respect different 

from what might have been seen in Constantinople 
any time since it came under the domination of the 

Crescent. The scene is sufficiently common at this 

day, and the artist has rendered it with all the vigor 
and faithfulness for which he is noted. He is not an 

idealist, and his pictures, therefore, seem as a rule to 

lack the literary element; but they are always faithful 

transcripts of the real, and, especially in drawing and 

coloring, are excelled by few of the modern French 

school. Elsewhere will be found a very full criticism 

of Bonnat and his works, of which a sample may also 

be seen at the Centennial Loan Exhibition. 
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